When seconds count, an Alert System can
make a vital difference. According to the New
England Journal of Medicine, getting help
within one hour after a fall improves survival
rate by more than 90%.


24/7/365 monitoring service



Over 50 years experience in remote care
and safety monitoring



Two US-based Response Centers



Notification to emergency responders,
caregivers, and/or family



Highly trained and qualified Response
Center operators

Call for more information:
Alexandria: 320-759-1273
Baxter: 218-454-1542
Elbow Lake: 218-685-6758
Fergus Falls: 218-736-4098
Long Prairie: 320-732-3110
Little Falls: 320-639-2010
Morris: 320-585-6402
Olivia: 320-523-1279
Park Rapids: 218-237-2350
Wadena: 218-632-1335

www.KnuteNelson.org
*The CEL500 requires a satisfactory GSM cellular network connection
to operate as intended. Coverage may not be available in all areas and
may change after system activation due to a number of factors.
**Location accuracy may vary depending on environmental conditions.
Mobile-Mate is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, mitigate, or prevent any disease or other health condition.
***Fall detection feature may not detect 100% of falls. If able, users
should always press their help button when they need help.

Personal Emergency Response
Mobile Safety Device
Fall Detection
Home Medication Management

Personal Alert Systems Product Guide

medSmart

The 850XL
The 850XL is our most basic personal emergency response system. The
850XL incorporates crisp, clear, two-way voice communication, and reliable
connectivity that works over a traditional phone connection.

The Vi
The Tunstall Vi is our most technologically advanced personal emergency
response system. The Vi incorporates crisp, clear, two-way voice
communication, and reliable connectivity that works over traditional, digital,
and VoIP phone connection.***



It Organizes



It Reminds



It Dispenses



It Notifies & Reports

medSmart reduces dosing errors, simplifies
medication regimens, and improves overall
health.

The CEL
The CEL is Tunstall’s cellular personal emergency response system. The
number of people eliminating their landline home telephone services is ever
increasing. Tunstall’s CEL enables the same features and benefits offered by
traditional PERS by using a cellular network*.

Smart Home Technology

Mobile-Mate
Mobile-Mate is a mobile safety device that allows subscribers to remain active
and independent, at home or on the go. Mobile-Mate operates on a cellular
network and features GPS & LBS technology**, and optional automatic fall
detection***.



Activity Monitoring and Reminders



Caregiver Alerts

The iVi



Pictures, Letters, Video Chat

The iVi intelligent pendant with fall detection works with Tunstall’s Vi or CEL
personal emergency response systems, replacing the standard personal
activator. The iVi features a standard help button and automatic fall detection
technology***.



Remote Caregiver Participation

Our Smart Home Technology is an all-in-one
customizable solution to empower you to
stay safe in your home for as long as possible.

